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Tuesday, June 28, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough, Terrel N. Tovey (1:30 pm) and Ernie Moser met for Board of Equalization 

hearings.  

1:00 PM Moser convened the meeting. Hough moved to enter into the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed unanimously. Among those present were Nancy Allen, Braeden Clayson and Anita 

Hymas. Appraisers presenting throughout the day included Celeste Gunn and Joshua Stokes. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

 

1:00 PM Moser opened the hearing.  Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Paul Williams - RPR3851009517 

1:03 PM Samantha Williams also appeared. Williams feels the square footage in the system is not 

correct and reviewed the footage. Over four acres of land is unusable as it contains a steep ravine. 

Comparable homes in the neighborhood are valued less.  

1:06 PM Gunn reported they are happy to remeasure and explained the measurement is from the 

exterior. Cold storage is considered basement. The values appellant has referred to are from last year. 

Regarding topography, what buyers see is privacy, a view, no neighbors and those are desirable.  

1:08 PM Question arose if the land is valued as having a building right. Land schedules are used within 

areas. Hough moved on parcel RPR3851009517 to adjust the land back to last year of $134,521 and 

leave the improvement value as is. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. Williams 

questioned not having the Assessor’s information.  

 

Kenneth Myers - RPRPIH1005600 

1:17 PM Myers reviewed they need a roof replacement that will cost over $13,000. He lives on limited 

income. 

1:18 PM Gunn reviewed comparables show the home is valued in the middle of where it should be. Any 

damage was not brought to their attention. The file has not been reviewed for errors. Cost for cure on 

the roof would be considered. 

1:21 PM Hough moved on parcel RPRPIH1005600 to adjust the value to $259,356 with reduction off 

the improvements. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Vawn & Peggy Smith - RPR4013049517 

1:23 PM Vawn Smith appeared. Smith referred to the letter he submitted and is concerned with the land 

value. The land values for the neighbors are not equal. 

1:25 PM Gunn shared there is lot that goes into land value determination. The 2022 values are not 

certified. The land values used by appellant are from last year. If the land is open space, the tax is 

collected from those around. Discussion ensued on open space, values, and homeowner’s associations. 

1:29 PM Hough moved on parcel RPR4013049517 to adjust the land to $64,711 and leave 

improvements as valued. The motion passed. 

 

Riley MacButch - RPRRCTA000100 

1:32 PM Gunn reported the owner cancelled as an adjustment was made for a total of $399,695. Hough 

moved on parcel RPRRCTA000100 to accept the Assessor’s adjusted value of $399,695. The motion 

passed.  
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Administrative Reviews 

 

Greg DeWall - RPRPSUV002100 

1:35 PM The packet was reviewed. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPSUV002100 that the assessed value 

be upheld. The motion passed. 

 

Lance Taysom - RPRRBKS000802 and RPRRBKS000902 

1:36 PM The packet was reviewed. The land value for 902 was discussed. Stokes explained land value 

on comparables. Tovey feels the acreage values are in error for the subject property and one of the 

comparables. The parcel with the yurt at $35,000 seems accurate. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRRBKS000802 that the value be upheld. The motion passed. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRRBKS000902 that the land value be returned to last year’s value of $109,666. The motion passed. 

 

Reed & Michelle Ashby - RPRCCCS000100, RPRPSUV001400 and RPRPSUV001300 

1:43 PM The packet was reviewed. Parcel ending in 100 is a duplex. This was commercial and was 

converted to residential. They have found some of these duplexes are valued wrong and they are 

working on correcting them. This one may not have been corrected yet. Making a correction in ProVal 

adjusted the value to $448,180. Discussion ensued on price per foot and location. Tovey disagrees with 

using the same square footage price as those on the Highland hill and newer builds. Tovey moved on 

parcel RPRCCCS000100 that the improvements be reduced to $397,824 and land remain the same. The 

motion passed. 

1300/1400 are identical lots and the Assessor recommends leaving them at the current value. There is a 

home being built right now. Lot values in the neighborhood were looked at. Determining lot values was 

reviewed. Hough moved on parcel RPRPSUV001300 and RPRPSUV1400 to set the land at $55,000, 

half the value of the neighbor across the street. The motion passed. 

 

McCormick Ranch - RPR3853010010, RPR3853010008, RPR3853020702, RPRPCPP045715, 

RPRPCPP04716, RPRPCPP04717, RPRPCPP093216, RPRPCPP148100, RPRPCPP148200, 

RPRPCPP148300 and RPRPCPP093214 

1:58 PM The packet was reviewed and the ag exemption has been removed. They are assessed at $1 per 

foot while others in the Northgate area are at $5 per square foot. Moser moved on all parcels for 

McCormick Ranch to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Margaret Beebe - RPRRTMR014500 

2:00 PM The packet was reviewed. A correction was made to the parcel. The land was reduced to 

$47,880 for a total of $195,073. Hough moved on parcel RPRRTMR014500 to accept the appraiser’s 

amended value of $195,073 with adjustment off the land value. The motion passed. 

 

Kent Higgins - RPRPCS2002900 

2:02 PM The packet was reviewed and included two appraisals. The latest appraisal was done in 

February 2022. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCS2002900 to accept the appraisal value of $784,000. 

Discussion ensued. The motion passed. 

 

Virginia Larsen - RPRPPOC003400 

2:05 PM The packet was reviewed. There were several adjustments in previous BOE hearings. Tovey 

moved on parcel RPRPPOC003400 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Benjamin Call - RPRPCT3001200 

2:07 PM The packet was reviewed and contained an appraisal from January 2021 for $620,000. A time 

adjustment of 2% per month was reviewed. Zillow has a value of $683,000. Tovey moved for parcel 

RPRPCT3001200 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. 
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Steven Chase - RPRMHTM003500, RPRPMHTM003400, RPRPVW1000102 and 

RPRPPMT008200 

2:11 PM The packet was reviewed. The appellant did not provide a preponderance of the evidence. 

Tovey moved that all parcels be upheld at the assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

Hal Jones - RPRPSRR008300 and RPRDCPD006001 

2:12 PM The packet was reviewed. Discussion ensued on sewer issues on the property in Downey. Half 

of the property is in the county and half in the city. Tovey moved that parcel RPRDCPD006001 be 

returned to last year’s value of $31,724 and parcel RPRPSRR008300 be upheld at the assessed value. 

The motion passed. 

 

2:13 PM Adjourned. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5AkdlmN20c 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5AkdlmN20c

